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By Evan Connell

COUNTERPOINT, United States, 2009. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Reprint. 198 x 130 mm.
Language: English . Brand New Book. Evan S. Connell is by any measure one of America s greatest
living writers. His restraint, concision, and perfect pitch lend themselves stunningly to the short story
form. He intuitively senses when to explain and when to let silence stand in speech s stead. His
characters--among them, a wanderer back from Spain, the corpulent Mr. Bemis, Katia and her lion-
-ring true not because the stories are filled with monumental events, but because they center on
seemingly insignificant experiences that remain in the mind, imbued with a meaning ever difficult to
define. Often we are left to float in their wake, ending in an ellipsis of sorts. Yet by Connell s mastery,
even the voices that speak only once resonate beyond the final page.
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The ebook is straightforward in study better to fully grasp. It is actually loaded with knowledge and wisdom I am just delighted to tell you that here is the
best pdf i have read through during my very own lifestyle and may be he greatest ebook for at any time.
-- Dr . K a r elle Glover-- Dr . K a r elle Glover

It in a single of the most popular ebook. Indeed, it can be play, still an interesting and amazing literature. I am quickly will get a satisfaction of reading a
created pdf.
-- Lennie Renner-- Lennie Renner
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